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ABSTRACT
Drazin Inverse and its Application to Linear Degenerate Systems
by
Trevor A. Wilcox
Dr. Zhonghai Ding, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
In the thesis, we review some recent progresses on the study of Drazin inverses 
and the study of linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencil. Properties of the 
Drazin inverse are discussed. An application of Drazin inverses to linear degenerate 
systems is presented. Furthermore, a numerical algorithm for calculating Drazin inverses 
and a FORTRAN program are provided.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The study of linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencil have drawn many 
attentions from both pure and applied mathematics (see [1 ,6 , 17,18], and references 
therein). These systems can be expressed by the following differential equation 
dx
A — = Bx(t) + f(t) (1.1)
dt
where A e R “ * ", Be R " '  ", x(t)e R " * * is an unknown vector valued function, and 
f(t)e R " ' is a given vector valued function. If det(A) #  0, then (1.1) can be written as
Y
—  = A '‘Bx(t) + A '‘f(t). (1.2)
dt
which is a linear regular system. The discussion of solutions to (1.2) and their behaviors
can be found in most standard differential equation books (see, for example, [15]). W hen
det (A) = 0, the study of solutions to ( 1.1 ) is not trivial, where system ( 1.1 ) is called a 
linear degenerate system with pencil [A, B]. There are, in general, two cases associated 
with system (1.1); (I), nonsingular pencil, i.e. det(lA +B ) $  0 for Àe C ; case (II). singular
pencil, i.e. det(lA +B ) = 0 for A,eC. One can expect that (II) is much more complicated
than case (I). In this thesis, we will focus on the study of linear degenerate systems with 
nonsingular pencil.
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Even though Jordan canonical forms can be used to study a linear degenerate 
system, the analysis is, however, very complicated and tedious, as pointed out by 
Wilkinson [17]. One o f the most efficient and powerful tools to study a linear degenerate 
system with a nonsingular pencil is the use of Drazin inverse. For a given A s R “  ^", the
Drazin inverse of A is defined by a unique matrix a '^ s R "*  " such that
A°AA° = A°
AA° = a '^A,
a “" ‘a ° = a \
where k is the index of A, denoted by Ind(A) = k. The index of A is defined by the 
smallest non-negative integer k such that 
rank(A*^) = rank(A’‘‘^ *).
The concept of Drazin inverse has first proposed by Drazin in 1958 in the study of the 
abstract ring theory [9]. It has turned out that Drazin inverses have numerous application 
in algebra, linear dynamical systems, functional analysis, stochastic process, etc..
Drazin inverses were first introduced and used by Drazin himself [9] in the study 
of abstract ring theory in the finite dimensional algebra. Later, the definition of Drazin 
inverses was generalized to bounded linear operators in Banach spaces, and was used to 
study linear abstract differential equations in Banach spaces [13, 14]. One of the most 
important applications o f Drazin inverses is to solve linear degenerate systems with 
nonsingular pencil [6,11, 13, 18].
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Another important type of generalized inverse is the so called Moore - Penrose 
inverse [ 1 ]. For a given A e R "  * the Moore -Penrose inverse of A is defined by a
unique matrix A^e R “  ^“ such that
(i) AA^A=A.
(Ü) A^AA^=A\
(iii) AA^ and A ’A are symmetric.
The Moore - Penrose inverse A' can be interpreted geometrically in the following sense 
that, for any be R(A) = ( Ax I  x e R “}, A 'b  is the minimal least square solution to A x = b.
However, while this type of inverse is very useful in expressing solutions to linear 
algebraic systems, it has certain disadvantages such as, in general, A^A #  A^A; (A^)^
(A^^ for any positive integer p #  1; and A is not sim ilar to when A is similar to B.
Furthermore, if X,e a( A) and À O, ij- gG( A ) in general, which is a big impediment for
the application of Moore - Penrose inverse to other related fields. W hen one uses the 
Drazin inverses, those disadvantages listed above disappear. However, one has to give up 
an important “equation solving” property for linear algebraic systems. Drazin inverses 
have been applied in many fields. Following the original work by Drazin [9|, Cam pbell 
gave in 1976 a more detailed study of Drazin inverses [ 1 ], and generalized it to infinite 
matrices, which allowed him to study denumerable Markov chains and systems of linear 
differential equations [6]. The concept of Drazin inverses was generalized to linear 
operators in Banach spaces by King [13] in 1977 and by Koliha [14] in 1995 for solving
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
differential equations in Banach spaces. Recently, Drazin inverses have been proven to 
be a powerful tool to study singularly perturbed autonomous systems [2, 3, 5].
The first numerical method for computing Drazin inverses was proposed by 
Greville [11] in 1973 by using matrix polynomials. This method was improved later by 
Rose [16] in 1976 by using the characteristic polynomial of a matrix and the Cayley - 
Hamilton Theorem. By using elementary row or column operations, Wilkinson [17] 
proposed an elementary method for computing Drazin inverses in 1978. Campbell [6] 
had also proposed a simple numerical method for computing Drazin inverses.
By using Drazin inverses, Campbell studied linear degenerate systems with non­
singular pencil [6] in 1976, where he obtained a closed-from of solutions. Wilkinson also 
studied these systems by using Kronecker’s Canonical from [17]. The W ilkinson's 
method, however, seems to be not practical in numerical implementation and can not 
provide closed form solutions.
In the thesis, we review and collect some recent progresses on the study of linear 
degenerate systems with nonsingular pencil and the study of Drazin inverses, which are 
scattered in the literature. Furthermore, we study numerical algorithms for computing 
Drazin inverses and solutions to linear degenerate systems with non-singular pencil.
The organization of the thesis is as follows. A complete description and 
discussion of Drazin inverses given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, linear degenerate systems 
with regular pencil are studied by using Drazin inverses. Numerical algorithms for 
computing
Drazin inverses and solutions to linear degenerate systems with regular pencil are given 
in Chapter 4. A FORTRAN program for Drazin inverse is given in Appendix I.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Conclusions are given in Chapter 5, together with some interesting problems to be studied 
in the future.
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CHAPTER 2 
DRAZIN INVERSE
§2.1 Definitions of the Drazin Inverse
There are, primarily, two definitions of the Drazin inverse. The first is an 
algebraic definition given by Drazin [9]. The second definition is a functional definition 
given by Campbell [4]. It will be shown that they are essentially equivalent Before 
introducing these definitions, we need some notations. The index of A, denoted by 
Ind(A), is defined by the smallest non-negative integer such that rank(A"^) = rank(A‘^ '^ *). 
R(A) denotes the range of A, R(A) = {Ax I x s  R “}. N(A) denotes the null space of A,
N(A) = { .xeR"l Ax = ()}.
Definition 2.1 (Algebraic Definition) The Drazin inverse o f A e  R" '  " with Ind(A) = k is
defined by a unique matrix A^e R"  ^" such that
A °A A ° = A° (2.1)
AA° = A°A, and  (2.2)
a ‘^ "'A° = A \  (2.3)
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Throughout this thesis, we shall not distinguish the difference between matrix A 
and the linear transform induced by A. Before we give the functional definition of the 
Drazin inverse, some discussions of Ind(A) are needed.
Lem m a 2.1 Let A e R "   ^" with Ind(A) = k, then R(A'‘) and  N(A'^) are invariant 
subspaces under transform  A.
Proof. Suppose y e  R (a “) , then there exists ^ e R "  such that A ‘^ = y . We need
A y e R ( A ‘). Since Ay = A ‘‘^ '  ^e  R (A “'^ ‘) and R(A'‘'^ ‘) = R (A '‘) , R(A '‘)is an invariant 
subspace under A. Assume y e  N (A “) , then A ‘y = 0 . Hence A'"'^ ‘y = 0 implies 
y e  N (a ‘"'"‘) = N (a '‘) . Thus N (a '") is an invariant subspace under A. ■
Lem m a 2.2 Let A e R " '  " with Ind(A) = k. Let A, be the restriction o f  linear transform  
A on R(A'^). Then A| is invertible on R(A'^).
Proof. Let (v ,, v ,, ... , v^} c R "  be a basis for R(A" )^ where r = rankfA*^). Since R(A* )^ 
is invariant under A, there exists Ce R"^   ^  ^such that
A ,[vpV,, ... . vJ  = [A v, ,A v ,  A v J  = [v ,,v ,. . . .  , v j c .
Thus Ai is invertible on RCA*^ ) is equivalent to C being invertible. To prove C is 
invertible, we only need to prove [Av, ,A v,, ... . A v J  are linearly independent 
Suppose there exist a , , a , ,  ... , a ,  (not all zeros) such that ajAv,- -t-a^Av, +
••• + a ,A v ^ = 0 . Since (v ,,v ,,  ... , vJ c R (a '‘) are linearly independent there exist 
WpW,, ... , w^ such that v, = A'‘w ,, v , = A'‘w ,, ... . v^  = A ‘"w  ^ and (w pW ,, ... , w j
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
are linearly independent, too. Then + ••• + a ,A “^ ‘w  ^ = 0 ,  that is,
A'"*'(a,W[. 4 -a ,w , + ••• + a ,w )  = 0 . This implies 
ajW ,.-t-a ,w , +  ••• + a^w e  N (A ‘"’‘) = N(A'‘) . Thus
A '"(a,w ,.-t-a^w , + ••• + a ^ w )= 0 , which implies -t-a^v, +  ••• +a^v^ = 0 .  Hence 
tt] = = • • • = = 0 which is a contradiction. Thus C is invertible. ■
Definition 2.2 (Functional Definition) Let Ae R “  ^“ with Ind(A) = k. For any x e  R “, x
can he decomposed by x = u + v where ue R(A*^ ) and  ve N(A'^). The Drazin inverse o f  A  
is defined by matrix A^e R" ^  “ corresponding to linear transform on R" defined by
X i-> A ['u , where A, is defined in Lemma 2.2. ■
The next theorem will give us useful representations o f A and a ”^ in terms of the 
functional definition. We will use these representations for A and A ° throughout this 
thesis.
Theorem 2.1 Let Ae R"  ^" with Ind(A) = k. then there exists a non-singular matrix 
Se R “ ' " such that
A = S
C 0 
0 N
(2.4)
where C e  R   ^  ^ is non-singular. Ne R^" '  ^ is nilpotent o f  index k, and r = rank(A).
By using the functional definition, we have
A °  =S
C"‘ 0
0 0
s'. (2.5)
Proof. Let {Vi , ... , Vr} be a basis for R(A*‘) and let {Vr+i,. . . ,  Vg) be a basis for N(A*').
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{ V i , . . . ,  Vr, Vr+i  Vg} is clcarly a basis for R “. Let S = [ V i  Vr, V r + i , . . . ,  Vgj .  To
show A has the representation given by (2.4), consider
AS = [A v, ,A v ,  Av^,Av^+|, ... , A v J .
Since R(A* )^ and N(A'^) are invariant under A by Lemma 2 .1, we have 
[Av,,A v , ........... A.vJ = [v ,,v . ,  ... , v JC
and
[Av,+, Av„] = [v^^,, . . .  , vJ N
where C e R" " and N e Then AS can be written as
AS = [v ,,v ,, ... . v^.v^„, v j
C 0 
0 N
Thus
A = S
C 0 
0 N
—1
From the proof of Lemma 2.2, C is invertible. We need to show N is nilpotent of index k. 
Since A'‘^N(a '‘)) = {()}. we have
(S-'AS)" =S-'ASS-'AS" S"'AS
= S”'a '‘S
= S '‘[a “v, ,A 'v ; ,  ... , A " v , ,A \+ , ,  ... , A \ J
= S"‘[a ^ , ,A ‘v , ...........A \ , , ( ) ...........()]
= [S"‘A V ,,S "‘A " v, ...........S"‘A"v,,0, ... , ()].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Note also that (S ‘AS) =
C" 0 
0 N"
. Thus N = 0. Next we use the functional
definition to show
A^ = S
C ' 0
0 0
Consider
A^S = A °[v i,v ,, ... . v^,v^+|, ... . v J
= ^A*^v,.A'^v,, ... . A'^v^. A'^v^^i, ... . A^^Vgj 
=  [ a ,-‘v , . A ' ‘v , ,  ... . A ‘‘v ,,0 ...........O].
Since
••• • ^r] [^1^1 ' ^1^2" ••• ’ ^ l^ r]  "  ^2  ^ ••• ' ^ r]^ '
[v ,,v ,, ... . v j  = A [‘[v ,,v ,, .. .  . v J C  
Because A [‘ is a linear transform and C is invertible by Lemma 2.2, we have 
[vpV , v JC " ' = A [ '[v ;,v ,. ... , v J .
Thus
C~' 0 
0 0
hence.
A° = S
C '  0 
0 0
.-1
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
I l
By using Theorem 2.1, it will be shown that the algebraic and functional 
definitions of the Drazin inverse are equivalent.
Theorem 2.2 The functional and algebraic definitions o f  the Drazin inverse are 
equivalent.
Proof. First we use the representation o f A and A ° given in Theorem 2.1 to show the 
functional definition implies the algebraic definition. Let A e R." * " with Ind(A) = k. By
Theorem 2.1, A = S
c o ' C ' o '
S ' and A'" = S
0 N_ _ 0 0
S'' where N is nilpotent of index k. It
can be easily checked that A and a '^  satisfy (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3).
Next, we show that tlie algebraic definition implies the functional definition.
'X u  X , /
Suppose X satisfies (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), write X = S
From (2.3) we have S
C'‘ and C‘‘'^ ‘X i2 = 0. which implies X,i = C ' and X ^  = 0. By (2.2), (2.3) can be written
X ,, X,,
S' . where Xu is r x r.
’c “*' 0 'X u X ,: ' c " 0 '
0 N"+'
S"'S S '' =  s
X:. X 22. _ 0 N \
S " .  T henC ‘‘^ 'X u  =
-,-1
as A'^A''" '^ = A " . Then we get S
C ' 0 '
S ''S
'c"* ' 0 "c" 0 '
S"' = s
X,, X ,, 0 N""'_
.  0
S”'. Thus
XziC"^ '^ = 0, which implies X 21 = 0. We still need to show X 22 = 0. From (2.1). we have 
X22NX22 = X22. By using (2.2), we obtain
N(X22)- = X22. (2.6)
By multiplying (2.6) on the left by N*^ '‘, we obtain N'^'' X 22 = N'^(X22)" = 0. Again, by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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multiplying (2.6) on the left by N'  ^", we have n '‘‘“ X 22 = n ’‘'*(X22) '  = 0. By continuing in
this manner, we obtain X22 = 0. Thus X = S
C"‘ 0 
0 0
S '‘.
The proof of Theorem 2.2, also implies that the Drazin inverse is unique. By 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. the following properties can be obtained easily.
Corollary 2.1 Let Ae R" * " with Ind( A) = k, and  rank(A'‘) = r. Then
(i) R(A'") = R(A"),
(Ü) N(A°) = NIA* )^.
(iii) AA^ = A^A = S
I. 0 
0 0
(iv) (I-AA°) = (I-A°A) = S
0 0 
0 L.
—  I
(v) A*’"'’ A = A*’ i f  and only (f p > k, and
(vi) i f  A is non-singular, then A^ = A *.
Properties (i) and (ii) comes from the definition of the Drazin inverse and Theorem 2.2. 
Properties (iii) and (iv) are constructed from theorem 2.2. Properties (v) and (vi) come 
from the definition of the Drazin inverse. Next, we will give some examples of the 
Drazin inverse.
Example 2.1 Let A =
3 2 
6 4
it can be easily verified that Ind(A) = 1 and
■7 O'
A = S S-' =
0 0
■3 - 2 / 3J 7 OT 1 / 7  2 /2 1
6 1 0  0 - 6 / 7  3 /7
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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= S
"1/7 o' C-1 _ '3 - 2 / 3 ' "1/7 o' ' 1 / 7 2 / 2 1 ' "3/49 2/49"
0 0
o —
6 1 0 0 - 6 / 7 3 / 7 6 / 4 9 4 / 4 9
Example 2.2 Let A =
2 - 1  - 1  
0 I - I  
0 1 - I
, it can be easily verified that Ind(A) = 2 and
"2 0 o' '8 1 o' "2 0 o ' "1/8 —1 / 8 o'
A = S 0 0 0 S‘‘ = 0 1 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0 0 1
' 1 / 2 0 o' "8 1 O' "1/2 0 O' "1/8 - 1 / 8 O'
A ° = S 0 0 0 S"‘ = 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
_ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 _ 0 0 1
1 / 2 - 1/ 2 0
= 0 0 0
0 0 0
Example 2.3 Let A =
2 1 0 -1
4 4 -1 -2
6 5 -1 -3
5 4 0 -3
, it can be easily verified that Ind( A) = 2 and
A = S
- 1 / 5 - 4 / 5 0 0
9 / 5 11/5 0 0
0 0 6 / 5 - 4 / 5
0 0 9 / 5 - 6 / 5
, - l
' 3 2 1/5 1/5' ' - 1 / 5 - 4 / 5 0 0 ' 1 7 / 5 8 / 5 -1 -l"
8 7 1/5 1/5 9 / 5 11/5 0 0 - 1 8 / 5 - 7 / 5 1 1
11 9 1 0 0 0 6 / 5 - 4 / 5 - 5 - 5 3 2
11 9 0 1 0 0 9 / 5 - 6 / 5 - 5 - 5 2 3_
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A"" = S
11/5  4 /5  0 0
- 9 / 5  - 1 / 5  0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, - l
‘ 3 2 1 / 5 1/5 ' 1 1 / 5 4 / 5 0 o' ■ 1 7 / 5 8 / 5 -1 -1'
8 7 1 / 5 1/5 - 9 / 5 - 1 / 5 Ü 0 - 1 8 / 5 - 7 / 5 1 1
11 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 - 5 3 2
11 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 5 - 5 2 3
Theorem  2.3 Let A e R "  " with Ind(A) = k. / /p  is a non-negative integer and  X e R “ ^
" satisfying XAX = X. AX = XA. and  A ^ 'X  = A'’, then p > k and  X = A*^ .
Proof. From the definition of matrix index and A ^ 'X  = A’’, we have R (A ^ ')  = R(A'’), 
which implies that p > k. Let p = k + i and multiply equation A^'^'^'X = A*‘‘"‘ by (A°)' on 
the left. We have (A °)A ‘^ ‘^^ ‘X = (A °)A ‘‘^ ‘. By (2.2), we get (A °A )A ‘^ ‘^X = (A °A )'A \ 
By using (2.2) and (2.3)
(a "" A)“‘ A^AA“^ ‘X = (A °A )“‘ A°AA"
(A^'A) A A 'X = (A ''A )  A^'A 
(A '^A )" A ''" X = (A ''A ) '" 'A \
By continuing in this manner, we obtain A*^ ‘^X = a \  which implies that X satisfies 
Definition 2.1.
Theorem  2.4 Given A e R " ", AA'^A = A i f  and only if  Ind(A) < 1.
Proof. If Ind(A) = 0, then A has to be non-singular. Thus A^ = A'*, which gives 
A A °A  = A . Suppose Ind( A) > 1, by using (2.4) and (2.5), A A °A  = A implies that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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"c o '
S"‘ = s c o '
0 0 0 N_
S ‘ . This is true if and only if N = 0, i.e., Ind(A) = 1. Hence 
A A ^A  = A if and only if Ind( A) < 1.
§2.2 Properties of the D razin  Inverse
In this section, we discuss some properties of the Drazin inverse.
T h eo rem  2.5 Let A s  R “ " with Ind(A) = k, then A - AA^A is nilpotent o f  index  k.
Proof. It is trivial if Ind(A) = 0. Assume Ind(A) > 1, then
(A -A A ° A )"  = A “( I - A ° A ) '‘
/ "c o '
Icf ’C"' o' c  o ' \
s S"‘ I - S S‘ ‘S S‘‘
V 0 N I 0 0 0 N /
= S
' c “ 0  ' / 'I . o '
\
S’’ I - S S"‘
0 V 0 0 /
= S
= S
=  0
c ^  o ' /
S"‘S 1 -
.  0. \
' c “ o ' '0 0 '
.  G 0
I, 0 
0 0
,-I
D efin ition 2.3 For A e R “ ", define the core o f  A  by Ca = AA'^A, and define the
nilpotent part Na o f  A  by Na = A-AA'^A. The decomposition A = Ca + Na is called the 
core-nilpotent decomposition o f  A. ■
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Theorem 2.6 I f  matrix A e R “ '  “ can be written as A = S
non-singular and N  is nilpotent o f  index k. then = S
C 0 
0 N
S' . where S  and C are
c o'
S'* and = S
■() O'
0 0 0 N_
The proof follows from direct calculation.
T heorem  2.7 Let A e R “ '  " with Ind(A) = k, then A has a unique decomposition A = X
+ Y where XY = YX = 0, Ind(X) < I, and Y is nilpotent o f  index k. Moreover, this 
decomposition is given by A = C a + Na-
Proof. Assume X and Y are such that A = X + Y and XY = YX = 0. If Ind(X) = 0 (i.e. X 
has full rank), then Y = 0 and A is non-singular. Suppose Ind(X) = 1, then by using
Theorem 2.1. X = S
X„ 0 
0 0
S . where X u and S are non-singular. Let
Y = S
Y„ Y„ 
Y:, Y:,
S"‘ . Since XY = YX = 0, we have
X„Yu X„Y,:'S'* = s "YuX„ O'S'* = 0.0 0 .Y::Xi, 0
This implies Y u = Y21 = Y2i = 0  and Y = S
0 0 
0 Y„
S ' .  Since Y is nilpotent we have
Y22 is nilpotent with Ind(Y) = IndCY::) = k. Thus A = X-t-Y = S
Theorem 2.6, we obtain X = Ca and Y = Na-
Xu 0 
0 Y„
S*'. By
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The following lemma gives some relationships for A, Ca, Na, and A^.
Lemma 2.1 For Ae R “  ^ the following are true
1 i f  Ind(A )>!
0 i f  Ind(A) = 0
(i) Ind(A^) = Ind(CA) = ■
(ii) NaC a = C aNa = 0.
(iii) NaA'  ^= a '^Na = 0,
(iv) C aA A ^ = A A ^ C a = Ca, 
(V) ( A T  =  C a,
(vi) A = Ca i f  and only //Ind(A) < 1,
(VÜ) = A^,
(viii) A° =C^ . and
(ix) (A°)^ = (A^)^, where A^ is the transpose o f A. ■
Property (i) follows from the definition of the Drazin inverse. Theorem 2.5. and 
Definition 2.3. Properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) follow from Theorem 2.5 and Definition 2.3. 
Property (vi) follows from Theorem 2.6. Property (viii) follows from (v) and (vii).
Property (viii) comes from the definition of the Drazin inverse and Theorem 2.6. Finally
(ix) follows directly from the definition of the Drazin inverse and Theorem 2.1.
§2.3 Drazin Inverses in Terms of Matrix Polynomials 
It is known that for a non-singular matrix A, A * can be given as a polynomial of
A. This property is not generally true for generalized inverses. However, the Drazin
inverse A*^  can be expressed by a polynomial of A.
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0 N
S'* where C e R  '  '' is non-
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Theorem 2.8 Let Ae R “ '  " with Ind( A) = k, then there exists a polynomial p(x) such 
that A*^  = p(A).
Proof. By Theorem 2.1. A can be written as A =  S
singular. Ne R^“  ^ is nilpotent o f index k, and rank( A*^ ) = r. Since C is non-singular.
it is well known that there exist a polynomial q(x) such that q(C) = C”‘ . Let p(x) be a 
polynomial given by p(x) = x"[q(x)]*'^'. Then, by using Theorem 2.1. we have
p(A) = S
C" 0 '
S"'S
■q(C) 0
0 N \ 0 q(N)
k + l
- . - 1
= s
=s
Since q(C) = C '.  we have
' c ' o' 'q(C)'"' 0
0 0 0 q(N )“^ ‘_
'c '[q (C )]“"‘ o'
S'*
0 0
- . - I
p(A) = S
C ‘ 0 
0 0
S'* = A*".
§2.4 Additional Properties o f the Drazin Inverse
In this section, we discuss a commutative property of Drazin inverses. 
Theorem 2.9 I f  A , Be R" '  " satisfy AB = BA, then
(i) (AB)° = B'^A*’ =  A'^B'" .
(ii) A ^ B  = E A °  and A B ^ = B ^ A .
In general
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(iü) (AB)° = a [ (B A ) ']  B 
even i f  AB #  BA .
Proof. First assume AB = BA. By using Theorem 2.8. A*^  and B*’ can be expressed by 
a polynomial in terms of A and B, respectively, (i) and (ii) are thus obvious. Assume
AB 9^: BA and let W = A^(BA)" j B . We show WABW = W. By (2.1), we have
WABW = a [(BA)-]“ (B A )’[(BA)-]“ b  = a [(B A )-]''b  = W.
Next we show ABW = WAB = A (B A )^B . By using (i)
ABW = ABa [(BA)-]‘' b
= ABA(BA)*'(BA)°B 
= A(BA)*"(BA)(BA)°B 
= A(BA)°B.
Similarly, we have WAB = A(BA)°B. Let k = max{Ind(AB). Ind(BA)}. By using 
ABW =W AB=A(BA)"B, we get
( b a ) '" 'w  = (b a ) '" ‘a b w
= (BA)“ '^ A(BA)^B 
= A(BA)“*‘(BA)°B 
= A(BA)‘‘AB 
= (BA)"^'.
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From Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we have W = (AB)“ . ■
Corollary 2.2 Let A, Be R “ “ satisfy AB = BA. Then Ind(AB) < max{Ind(A), Ind(B)}.
Proof. Let Ind(A) = k[, and Ind(B) = k ,. Let k = m ax (k ,,k ,} . By the algebraic
definition of the Drazin inverse, we have A A = A and B B = B . To prove 
Ind(AB) < k, we only need to show R^(AB)'"j = r ((AB)'‘^ 'j , which implies
rank|( AB)'‘j =  rank((AB)'‘^ ') . It is obvious that r (( AB)'‘** j c  r (( AB)'‘j . By using
Theorem 2.9 and AB = BA. we have
(AB)"^'(AB)^ = A"^'B"^'A°B*^ = A"^'A°B"^'B° = A'^B" = (AB)' 
Thus r ((A B)'^‘) 3 R ((A B ) ') . Hence r ((AB)'"‘) = R((A B)')
Theorem 2.10 I f  M =
A 0 
0 C
e  R “ ■' " with A and C square matrices, then
=
A^ 0 
0 C^
The proof follows from a direct verification of the algebraic definition.
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CHAPTER 3 
LINEAR DEGENERATE SYSTEMS
§3.1 Homogeneous Linear Degenerate Systems
A general linear system with constant coefficients can be written as
fix
A ^ + B x  = f(t) (3.1)
where A ,Bs R" " are given constant matrices, x(t)e R" is a unknown vector valued 
function, and f(t)e R" is a given vector valued function. [A.B] is called the pencil of
system (3.1). If f(t) = 0. system (3.1) is called a homogeneous system. If f(t) #  0. system
(3.1) is called a nonhomogeneous system. When A is nonsingular (det(A) ^  ()), system
(3.1) can be written as
Hy
—  = - A ' ‘Bx + A '‘f(t). (3.2)
dt
It is well known that the general solution to system (3.2) can be expressed by 
x(t) = e"" '"'c + je -^  A "‘f(s)ds
21
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where ce  R “ is any constant vector. However, when A is singular (det(A) = 0 ), solutions
to system (3.1) are not obvious. In this case, system (3.1) is called a linear degenerate 
system. The study of linear degenerate systems is much more challenging.
D efinition 3.1 System  (3.1) is called a linear degenerate system with nonsingular 
pencil [A,B] //det(A ) = 0 and  det(ÀA+B) $  O /or A.e C. System  (3.1) is called a linear
degenerate system with singular pencil [A.B] ifdet(A) = 0 and  det(XA+B) = 0 fo r  any 
l e C .  m
The study of hnear degenerate systems with singular pencils is much more 
complicated then that of linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencils. In this 
thesis, we will concentrate on the study of linear degenerate systems with nonsingular 
pencils. Before discussing further linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencils, let 
us look at the following two examples.
" f'0  ()■ "1 o '
x-F
J  0 0  1
Example 3.1 Consider the initial value problem 
is easy to check that this initial value problem has no solution.
X = 0 . x(0) = . It
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"o 0 o' ■() 0 o'
Exam ple 3.2 Consider the initial value problem 0 1 0 x + 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
X =  0 ,
x (ü ) = . It is also easy to verify that this initial value problem has infinitely many
solutions. ■
As revealed in the above two examples, the initial values problems of 
homogeneous linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencils may have no solution or 
may have infinitely many solutions. We will see later, that a nonhomogeneous linear 
degenerate system with nonsingular pencil may have no solution if the nonhomogeneous 
term f(t) does not satisfy certain conditions.
To study linear degenerate system with nonsingular pencils, we need the 
following definitions.
Definition 3.2 Given A, Be R "  '  " and  toe R  vector ce  R " is said to be a consistent
initial vector associated with to to linear degenerate system Ax(t) +  Bx(t) = f ( t ) , i f  initial 
value problem  Ax(t) + Bx(t) =  f ( t ) , x(to) = c. possesses at least one solution. ■
Definition 3.3 Linear degenerate system  Ax(t) +  Bx(t) = fit) is said to be tractable at a 
point to i f  initial value problem  Ax(t) + Bx(t) = f i t ) , x(to) = c has a unique solution fo r  
each consistent initial vector, c, associated with to. ■
We will discuss homogeneous linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencils 
in this section. Nonhomogeneous linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencils will
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be discussed in the next section. It is obvious that a homogeneous linear degenerate 
system is tractable at any te R , if it is tractable at some point toe R .
Lemma 3.1 Let A, Be R " Suppose there exists a X e C  such that (k A  + B)'* exists, 
and let
Â; =(AA + B) ' a  B^ =(AA + B) *B (3.3)
then Â^B^ = B^Â^.
Proof. Assume A eC  . such that det(AA + B) (). This implies that (k A  + B)'* exists.
Since (A.A + B) * AA + (AA 4- B) * B = (AA + B) '(AA + B) = 1. we have AA^ + B;^  = I . 
Hence B;^  = I -  kA-^ . Thus
= Â^I-AÂ^) = Âj.-AÂ;^-=(l-AÂJÂ;^ = BxÂ;,. ■
If there are Ae C  and xe R" such that Bx = AAx. then A is called an eigenvalue of
pencil [A,B], and x is called an eigenvector of the pencil. Since det(AA -t- B) is a 
polynomial of A with degree less than or equal to n, there are at most n eigenvalues.
The next theorem states tractabilities of linear degenerate systems.
Theorem 3.1 For given A, Be R “ '  ", the homogeneous linear degenerate system
Ax(t) + Bx(t) = 0 (3.4)
is tractable i f  and only i f  there exists AeRxwc/z that (kA  + B)'* exists.
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Proof. Assume there exists Ae R  such that (AA + B)'* exists. Multiply (3.4) on the left 
by (AA + B) ‘. Then by (3.3) we have Â^x(t) + B^x(t) = 0 . By Theorem 2.1, we have the 
following
Ax = S
'C(A) 0
0  N(A)
.-I
(3.5)
B-. = S
'I-A C (A ) 0
S'* = S
'b,(X ) 0
0  I-AN(A) 0 B,(X)_
This gives
C(X) 0 'B,(A) 0 ’ xfit)' ■()■
0 N(X)_ 0 B:(A)_ ,X:(t)_ 0
where
x,(t)
xfit)
= S-I
x,(t)
xfit)
. Thus
Cxt + B ,x ,(t) = 0 (i)
Nx. -t- B^xfit) = 0 . (ii)
Since C is invertible, (i) has the solution x,(t) = e'^ '®‘‘c . ce  R " . hence system (i) is
tractable. Next we need to show system (ii) is tractable. Let Ind(N) = k and multiply 
system (ii) on the left by N**'*. This gives
N %  + N " '(I-A N )x ,(t) = Ox, + (N "-'-A N ")x ,(t) = N "'x ,(t) = 0. 
because N*‘ = 0. By multiplying system (ii) on the left by N* '^\ we obtain 
N '■' X, + N “•' ( I - AN)X, ( t) = N X, ( t) - A N x ,  ( t) = N x, ( t) = 0.
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By continuing this process, we get x,(t) = 0 . Thus system (ii) is tractable. Therefore 
A x(t)+  Bx(t) = 0  is tractable.
Assume that (3.4) is tractable. We need to show that there exists Ae R. such that 
(AA + B) is non-singular. Suppose that (AA + B) is singular for any A e R . By Theorem 
3.7 in [7], we have det(AA -f B) = 0 for any Ae C. By choosing a set of real values 
{ApA,, ... .A,} such that A, #  A^  if i #  j, and s > n, we have s vectors in R"
|v , ,v , .  ... -v^ j  such that (AA-f B)v^  ^ = 0  and v^ 5 ^ 0  . Since s > n. {v,. v , ...........v^}
are linearly dependent. Then there exist a set of real numbers (not all zero)
{7 , ,7 , ...........7 ,} e  R  such that = 0 . Note that at least one 7 , must be non-zero.
1=1
Let x^ (t) =e'^'‘v^ . Since A, if i # j. j^ X;, (t).X;^ (t). ... .X;^  ( t ) | are linearly 
independent. Then z(t) = ^  y.x, (t) 0. It is easy to check that z(t) is a solution of
1=1
(3.4). Since. z(0) = ^ y ,V )  = 0 . there are two different solutions to (3.4), z(t) and 0.
1=1
which satisfies the initial condition x(0) = 0. This implies that (3.4) is not tractable, 
which contradicts the assumption that (3.4) is tractable. Therefore. (AA + B) is invertible 
for some Ae R .
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In the previous theorem, it seems that solutions to a linear degenerate system with 
nonsingular pencil are dependent on A. In fact, we will show in the following theorem 
that they are actually independent of A.
T heorem  3.2 Suppose A, Be R “ '  “ such that (AA + B ) ' exists fo r  some Ae C. Let
= ( AA + B) ' a  . B; = (AA + B) ' B . and  = ( AA + B) ' f fo r  fe R " For any a , |ie  C  
such that (aA  + B) ' and (|lA + B)^ exist, the following statements are true.
Â ^Â . = Â ^Â ,, (3.6)
Â ° B . = Â %  and Â .B °  = Â ,B ^. (3.7)
Ind(Â^) = Ind(Â^) and R(Â„) = R(À^, ), (3.8)
and (3.9)
= B % . (3.10)
We show (3.6) by expanding the left hand side.
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A ° A ,= [ ( a A + B ) - 'A p A .
= [(ocA + B)‘‘(|lA  + B)(^iA + B)’ ‘ a ]*" Â .
((|iA  + B)(|iA + B)‘'(o A  + B))'‘ A
((|iA  + B )(a(|iA  + B) ‘A + (fjA + B) ‘b )) A
((hA + B)(cxÂ , + b J ) ' a
(oÂ^ + b J  ‘(h a  + b ) ' ‘a
(aÂ^, + B^)
By Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 3.1. we obtain
(o Â , +  B j "  à J “ â „ = À “(a Â , +  B ,)À „
= Â “[a(nA  + B)" A + (bA + B)" b]Â ,
= a “[(b a  + b ) - '(o a  + b )]a .
= Â °(|iA  + B )''(o A  + B)(ocA + B )'' A
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= Â ^ (p A + B )- 'A
= Â °Â ,.
The proofs of (3.7), (3.9), and (3.10) are very similar to the proof of (3.6). To prove 
(3.8), we show that A,  ^ is a non-singular transformation of A ^ . By expanding A„ we 
get
Â , = ((xA + B ) '‘a
= [(ccA + B)’ ‘(|xA + B)j(|iA + B) ' A
= [((lA + B) ' (ocA + B)]"‘ (pA + B) ' A
= (0ÂjJ + By j Ây.
By Lemma 3.1. (ocÂy + By) Ây = Ây(ccÂy + By) . Thus, for each positive m.
r (â : )  = r (â - ) .  ■
In view of Theorem 3.2. we drop the subscript A in the following discussion. The 
next theorem will provide a closed-from solution for a homogeneous linear degenerate 
system with nonsingular pencil.
Theorem  3,3 Suppose Ax(t) + Bx(t) = 0 is tractable. Then its general solution is given 
by
x(t) = e'''"®‘Â À “c (3.11)
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where ce  R "  is any constant vector. A vector q e  R " is a consistent initial vector fo r  the 
system i f  and only / /q e  r ( Â '‘) = R(Â °Â ) , where k  = In d (Â ).
Proof. Differentiating (3 .11) with respect to t, we have
x(t) =  -Â Â '^Â “Be"^“®‘c (3.12)
Substituting (3.11) and (3.12) into the system, we obtain
-Â Â À “ Â ‘’Be-‘ °‘'c  +  BÀÀ = (-Â Â Â ‘’Â ‘’B + B Â Â ° ) e - '° ^
=  (-À Â “B +  BÂÀ'’)e-"°‘‘c
= 0
- Â ° B t  Â  Â  D ,Since x(t) = e''^ AA c . a vector qe R "  is a consistent initial vector for the system if
and only if q e  R^ÂÂ*’) = R (Â '‘) . ■
§3.2 Nonhom ogeneous L in ear D egenerate System s
In this section, we discuss solutions to a nonhomogeneous hnear degenerate 
system with non singular pencil.
Theorem  3.4 Assume (l — ÂÂ*^)f(t) is k - times continuously differential on an open
interval lo containing to, where k = Ind(Â ). Then non-homogeneous equation 
Ax(t) +  Bx(t) = fit) admits a particular solution given by
x(t) =  e -^“®‘£e^"®*Â''f(s)ds + | ; ( - I ) ‘[ Â B ° ] B ° ( ( l - Â Â '') f ) " ’(t). (3.13)
■’ 1=1)
The general solution is given by
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(3.14)
+ l ! ( - 0 ‘[ÂB“ ] B ° ( ( l - Â Â '’) f ) '‘'(t), t € l „
1= 0
Ic-I
where ce R " is any constant vector. Let w = l)'^ÂÊ^j -  À Â °)f) (t„ ) . Then
1=0
w is independent o f  X. Thus, a vector qe  R " is a consistent initial vector associated with
toe R  fo r  the nonhomogeneous equation i f  and only / /  q e  |w  + r ( Â '‘) |  . In addition,
(3.14) is a unique solution to the nonhomogeneous initial value problem associated with 
x(to) = c.
Remark 3.1 In most of the hterature. fit) is assumed to be k-times continuous
differentiable on lo, which is too Strong. In fact, we only need (l —À Â ‘^ )f(t) to be k-
times continuous differentiable on lo.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. W ithout loss of generality, we assume to = 0. (3.14) will follow 
from (3.11) and (3.13). We only need to prove (3.13). Let
x,(t) = Â V '^ '" ‘£ e ' “®fi'(s)ds (3.15)
and
X:(t) = X ( - l ) 'Â '( B ‘^ )"‘((l -  Â Â ^ ) t f \ t ) .  (3.16)
1= 0
We will show that x,(t) satisfies
Âx,(t) + Bx,(t) = Â Â °f(t) . (3.17)
and xz(t) satisfies
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Â x,(t)+  Bxfit) = (l -  Â Â ^)f(t). (3.18)
To show (3.17), differentiate (3.15) with respect to t. This gives 
x,(t) =  -Â ''Â :'B e -" '= 'j]|e^'=T(s)ds + A'"e-'^''='e'^''=T(t).
Substituting this into (3.17), we have
Â x,(t)+  B(t)x,(t) = - Â Â ° '‘'Â°Be""°®‘£e '"°K '(s)d s+ Â Â °f(t)
+ B Â 'e - '" 'J ] e ''" T ( s ) d s
= (-Â Â “Â °B + B Â ‘')(^e"'°®‘£e-''’K'(s)dsj + ÂÂ*'f(t).
By using (2.1) and Lemma 3.1, we obtain
Â x ,( t)+ B (t) .x ,( t)= (-Â ‘'B  +  BÂ‘')(^e-^‘’"‘£e-""®T-(s)dsj+ÂÂ*'f(t)
= À Â °f(t).
Next we will show (3.18) By differentiating (3.16) with respect to t, we have
1= 0
Then
À x , ( 0  =  Â S ( - I ) 'Â ' ( B '> ) '* ' ( ( l - Â À “)f)"'"(l)
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1=0
= X ( - 0 '- ' ( Â B “ ) '( ( l - À Â “ ) f f ( l ) .
1=1
By (2.3), we have
(-1 )“" (Â B “) ‘((I -  ÂÂ “ )f )“(t) = ( - i r ( ( Â B '> ) ‘( l  -  AA “ )f ) ‘ (t)
=  0.
Then
Â x i ( t ) = i ( - i r '( À B '> ) '( ( [ - Â Â “) f f ( t ) .
1= 1
Note thaï
(Â B ^)' = B*'Â(ÂB*')" = B‘^ BB°À(ÂB*')‘" = BB°(ÂB*')'
Thus
Â x-(i) = B X ( - l ) " 'Â '( B “ ) '* '( ( l -Â Â ” )f ) '" ( l)
1=1
= - B 2 ; ( - i ) 'Â '( B ‘> ) '* '((i-Â À '> )f) '" ( ,)
t =  l
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= - B ( x , ( t ) - B ° ( l - Â Â ' ') f ( t ) )  
= - B x ,( t )  +  BB‘'( l - Â Â ° ) f ( t ) .
C ()■ I - C  0
Note that Â = S S”‘ and B =  S
0 N_ 0 1 - N
S ‘ . where C is invertible and N is
nilpotent. Thus I - N is invertible. By Theorem 2.10. we have
B° = S ( | - C ) °  0
0 ( I - N )
.-1
Then
B B °(l-Â Â * ') = S ■ ( i - c ) ( i - c ) “ 0  ■S'*
f
I - S \  o '
0 U . I 0 0
= s 0 S"‘S
■{)
0 L-k. 0
= s ■ ( I - C ) ( I -C )" 0
"0 0 '
0 L_k. 0
n-k
'.-I
= S
0 0 
0 In—k
= I - Â Â “ .
Therefore,
A x ,(t) = -B x , + (l -  À Â ^)f(t).
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Hence x,(t) + X2(t) is a particular solution to the non-homogenous differential equation 
Ax(t) +  Bx(t) = f i t ) . Note that, by Theorem 3.2, the solution is independent of A. ■ 
If B is non-singular, then we have a special case of Theorem 3.4. In this case we 
take A = 0 and the result follows. If A is invertible, then by using the Drazin inverse, we 
can obtain a simple form of the solution. With out loss of generality, assume A = I and 
f(t) = f„ is a constant vector. If B is invertible, then the general solution of 
x(t)4- Bx(t) = f(t) is given by 
x(t) = e '" ‘c-FB-‘f„.
where ce  R "  is any constant vector. If B is singular then, we need to use the Drazin 
inverse o f B.
T heorem  3.4 If f(t) = f„ e  R" is a constant vector, then a particular solution to 
x (t)4 -B x(t) = f„, is given by
 ^ t-(l-B B *")B  [ '( l-B B ^ 'jB -
x ( t)= B '* f„ + t( I -B B ° ) f„ ----- ----- - fi 4-----------—--------- t.i 4-
3!
( - l ) ' ‘' t f i l -  BB°)B“-‘
^ u
(3.19)
Proof. By rewriting (3.19) into summation from, we get
x (t) = B ° f „ + ( I - B B ° ) X ^~'* \  f  f„. (3.20)
,=0 (1 "r t) .
By differentiating x(t) with respect to t. we get
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1= 0  I  •
(3.22)
By substituting (3.20) and (3.22) into the left hand side of x ( t)+  Bx(t) = f„, we have
x (t)+  Bx :-B B * ^IÎ — +BB*^ +  B C -B B °  .
^  (i +  1)!; I:=<) 1 •
+IB-
t r  i! %  (i +  D! n  (i +  D! K  
è (i + D! K-  BB*^  f  ^ 9 * ^ '  + BB° + X
; - B B " - f BB" + ~- - ^ - '  BB
k! k!
= f,
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CHAPTER 4
NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
§4.1 Hermite Echelon Form
In this section we present a numerical algorithm for calculating the Drazin 
inverse. Several examples are given. A FORTRAN program for computing Drazin 
inverses is given in Appendix I.
F irst we need to use the Hermite echelon form in our algorithm. The Hermite 
echelon form can be obtained by elementary row operations.
Definition 4.1 A matrix He R"  ^“ is said to be in Hermite echelon form, i f  its elements
hij satisfies the follow ing conditions.
(i) H is upper triangular,
(ii) hii is either 0 or I,
(iii) i f  hii = 0 , then hjk = Ofor every k, and
(iv) i f  hii = L then hid = Ofor every k 5  ^ I. ■
36
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Example 4.1 Let A =
2 1 2  8
4 8  0 12
0 0 2 2
0 0 0 1
then the row reduced echelon form is
1 2  0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0
echelon form, A„ =
By interchanging the third and forth row we obtain the Hermite
1 2  0 0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1
A numerical algorithm for calculating the Drazin inverse is given below. Several 
other algorithms are given in [8 ].
Algorithm 4.1 Let A e  R "  '  “ with Ind(A) = k, then A^ can be obtained by implementing
the following steps.
(i) Take q > k (uc  can choose q = n);
(ii) Reduce A^* to Hermite echelon fo rm  H ^ ., :
(iii) Pick columns o f  A f corresponding to columns o f  H .^, with nonzero 
diagonal elements, ( v , , v ,  v^} {abasisforR{A (')):
(iv) Pick nonzero columns o f  I-]d. , {v^^,, ... ,v„} {a basis fo r
(v) Jgf S = [ v ; .v , ,  ... .v^,v^+, V J ;
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(vi) Compute S ‘AS = 
nilpotent o f  index k.
C 0 
0 N
, where C is non-singular and  N is
(vii) Obtain A by calculating S
C‘‘ 0
0 0
, - i
Exam ple 4.2 Let A =
2 1 1 
- I  I I 
- 1  - 1  - I
. We use Algorithm 4.1 to calculate A*^ . Since
Ind(A) is unknown, let q = 3. Then A^ =
■ 0 2 2  ■ "l 0 o'
- 6 - 4 - 4 and = 0 I 1
2 0 0 0 0 0
. Thus
■ 0  ' 2  '
Vl = - 6 and V , = -4 . which forms a basis of R(A'‘). By computing
2 0
■() 0  0 'o'
I - H
. A '  " 0  0  - 1 . we obtain v- = - 1 , which is a basis of N(a S- We form matrix
0  0  1 1
0  2  0 ' - 1 / 2 - 1 /4 - 1 / 4
S by putting v,, v?, and vi together. S = —6  —4 — 1 and S”‘ = 1 / 2 0 0
_ 2 0  I 1 1 / 2 3 /2  _
'  2 1 o'
■() - 1 / 2 '
Now, S ‘a s  = - 2 0 0 and C ‘ —
_1 1
0 0 0
. Thus, we have
A “ =
0  - 1 / 2  - 1 / 2  
3 /2  1 1
- 1/2  0  0
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§4.2 Numerical Examples o f Linear Degenerate Systems
We first give two examples of homogeneous linear degenerate systems with 
nonsingular pencil. By using Algorithm 4.1 for computing Drazin inverses and by using 
Theorem 3.3. we obtain closed-form solutions.
'  1
Example 4.3 Consider Ax(t) + Bx(t) = 0 where, A =
0 - 2
0 2
3 2
and
B =
■ 0  1 2 
-2 7  -2 2  -1 7  
18 14 10
We choose A = 1. where det( A +  B) o . Thus we have
(A +  B) ' A x(t)-t-(A + B) ’ Bx(t) = 0 . Let Â = (A + B) ' A =
-1  - 5 / 3  - 4 / 3  
2 5 /3  - 2 / 3
- I  2 /3  10 /3
and
b  = ( a  + b ) ' ‘ b  =
2 5 /3  4 /3
-2  - 2 / 3  2 /3
1 - 2 / 3  - 7 / 3
By using Algorithm 4.1, we have Ind(Â) = 1
and A =
-1  -4 1 /2 7  -2 8 /2 7
5 4 /2 7  7 7 /2 7  4 6 /2 7
-1  - 3 4 /2 7  -1 4 /2 7
By using Theorem 3.3. we obtain
_ 1 _ 2 ___
2  is""
3 - - e : ' "
9
9
2 - - e : " '
9X:(t)
= 2
'Q i '
, where q is any constant vector. ■
- I
2  18
- 1  + — e:" ' 
9
.93.
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Example 4.4 Consider Ax(t) + Bx(t) = 0 where A =
We choose A. = 1, where det( A + B) 0 . Thus we have
(A + B) ' Ax(t) + (A  +  B) ' Bx(t) = 0 . Let Â = (A +  B) ' A =
■ 0 2 - 2 ■() 0 2 '
- 2 3 - I and B = I 0 0
0 1 - 1 0 1 0
2 —1 —1 
0  1 - I
0  1 - I
and
B = (A +  B) ' B =
- 1  I 1 
0 0 1 
0 - I  2
By using Algorithm 4 .1, we have Ind(Â) = 2 and
1 / 2  - 1 / 2 0
A ° = 0 0 0 . By using Theorem 3.3, we obtain
0 0 0
Xi(t) "e": - e " : o' q,
= 0  0 0 Qz . where q is any constant vector.
0  0 0 .q , .
Next, we give two examples o f nonhomogeneous linear degenerate systems with 
nonsingular pencil. We use Algorithm 4 .1 to compute Drazin inverses, and use Theorem 
3.4 to derive closed-form solutions.
Example 4.5 Consider Ax(t) + Bx(t) = f(t) where A =
' 2  - 1 - I ~2 0 f
0  2 I . B = I - I 0
0  - 2 - I _2 0 1
and f(t) =
e
0
0
We choose X = I,  where det(A + B) 0 . Thus we have
(A + B)’ ‘ Ax(t) + (A +  B)"‘ Bx(t) = (A  +  B ) '‘ f ( t ) . Let
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' 2 / 3 0 - 1 / 6 ' ■ 1/3 0 1 / 6  ■
â  = (a  + b )"‘a  = 2 /3 1 1 /3 . B = (A + B) * B = - 2 / 3 0 - 1 / 3
- 4 / 3 1 5 /6 4 /3 - 1 1 / 6
an d f(t) = ( A + B)'* f(t) . By using Algorithm 4.1. we have ln d (Â )= l .
■ 2 /3 5 /2 7 -2  / 27' ■ - 1 - 1 / 3 1 /3 '
Â " = 2 /3 1 7 /27 4 /2 7 . and B = - 2 0 0
- 4 / 3 2 /2 7 10/27_ 4 0 0
. By using Theorem 3.4.
we obtain
x,(t)
%,([)
-  1 ( 3 - 2 e " ' )  — e‘^ ' 
3 9 '   ^ 9 q.
i ( - l  + e ')
1  l ( 3 + 4 e ' " )3 qV 1 g q: + i ( - l H - e ' )
—  l ( - 3  +  5e '") l e " :  
. 3  9^ 9 .
.q , . y ( - l  +  e ‘)
. where q is any
constant vector.
Exam ple 4.6 Consider Ax(t) + Bx(t) = f(t) where A =
■ 0 2 - 2 ' ■() 0 2 "
_ 2 3 - 1 . B = 1 0 ü
0 1 - 1 0 1 0
and f(t) = We choose X = l .  where det( A 4- B) 0 . Thus we have
(A +  B ) '‘Ax(t) +  (A + B ) '‘ Bx(t) = (A +  B) ‘ f( t) . Let Â = (A  + B) ‘ A =
2  - 1  - 1
0  1 - 1
0  1 -1
b = (a  + b )‘‘ b  =
- 1  1 1
0 0 1
0 -1  2
, and f(t) = (A  + B ) 'f ( t )  . By using Algorithm 4.1, we
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have Ind(Âj = 2 . À": =
■ 1 / 2 0 O' ■-1 0 o '
- 1 / 2 0 0 . and B ^  = 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 - 1 0
By using Theorem 3.4.
"e": -e" : o' q,' ■ - 3
we obtain = 0 0  0 q. + - t
0 0  0 .q ,. - 1 / 2
where q is any constant vector.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have studied properties of the Drazin inverse and its application 
to linear degenerate systems. While the Drazin inverse has many applications in 
dynamical systems, stochastic processes, and other fields, we concentrated on its 
application to linear degenerate systems with nonsingular pencils. The Drazin inverse is 
used to express closed form solutions to these systems. A numerical algorithm for 
calculation of Drazin inverses was given at the end of the thesis.
Finally, we wish to point out that there are numerous application of the Drazin 
inverse which have not been explored to the fullest extent in the literature and this thesis. 
For example, the application of the Drazin inverse to linear degenerate control systems 
stability of zero-dynamics, etc.. have not been fully investigated Furthermore, numerical 
implementations for those applications also need to be explored
43
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APPENDIX I
FORTRAN Program for Drazin Inverse
PROGRAM DRAZIN
REAL* 16 A(10.10),AA(10.10),AK(10.10), P(1(),10),INVP(1().10)
REAL* 16 TEM PO0 .10),BLKA( 10,10),INVC( 1(),10),AD( 10,10) 
INTEGER OUP
DATA A /100*0.0/.A A /100*0.0/,A K /100*0.0/,P/100*0.0/.INVP/100*0.0/ 
DATA TEM P/100*0.0/.B LK A /100*0.0/,EE/0.0/
CALL LOAD(A.AA,OUP.N)
CALL INDX(A,AK.N)
CALL ELM(A,N)
CALL RANG(A,P.AK,N,EE)
CALL NULL(A,P,N,EE)
CALL INV(INVP,P,N)
CALL MULT(INVP,AA,TEMP,N)
CALL MULT(TEMP,P.BLKA,N)
CALL DRAZ(BLKA,INVC,AD,P.INVP,N.EE)
WRITE(OUP.*) HERM ITE ELIMINATION’
WRITE(OUP.3)
WRITE(OUP,4) ((AA(I,J),J= 1 .n),I= 1 ,N)
WRITE(OUP,*) THE NON-SINGULAR MATRIX P IS'
WRITE(OUP,6 ) ((P(I,J),J=LN),I=1,N)
WRITECOUP,*) TH E INVERSE OF P IS'
WRITE(OUP,6 ) ((INVP(I,J),J= 1 ,N),I= 1 ,N)
WRITECOUP,*) THE BLOCK FORM OF A IS'
WRITECOUP,6 ) CCBLKACLJ),J= 1 ,N),I= 1 .N)
WRITECOUP.*) TH E BLOCK FORM FOR C INVERSE IS' 
WRITECOUP,6 ) CCINVCCLJ),J= 1 .N),I= 1 ,N)
WRITECOUP,*) THE DRAZIN INVERSE IS'
WRITECOUP,6 ) CCADCLJ).J= 1 ,N),I= 1 ,N)
C CLOSE FILES AND END PROGRAM
IFC0UP.NE.6) CL0SECUNIT=3)
44
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4 FORM AT(4(IX,E15.8))
3 FORM AT(IX.'ORIGINALSYSTEM ’jO 
6  FORM AT(/,4(lX .El5.8))
END
C SUBROUTINES ARE AS FOLLOWS 
C CALCULATE A TO THE n th POWER 
SUBROUTINE INDX(A,AK,N)
REAL* 16 A(IO.IO), AK(10,10),PROD(10,10), TMP(IO.IO), SUM 
INTEGER N,I,J,Q 
DO 1=1.N 
DO J=1,N 
TMP(LJ)=A(LJ)
END DO 
END DO 
DO Q=1,N-1 
DO 1= 1,N 
DO J=1,N 
SUM=0.()
DO K=1,N 
SUM=SUM+A(I.K)*TMP(K,J)
END DO 
PROD(I,J)=SUM 
END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1,N 
DO J=1,N 
A(I,J)=PROD(I,J)
END DO 
END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1.N 
DO J=1,N 
AK(I,J)=A(I,J)
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END
C DO HERMITE REDUCTION 
SUBROUTINE ELM(A.N)
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REAL* 16 A( 10.10). TMP( 10).TEMP 
INTEGER N,LJ,K,Q,L 
D O K = l,N
C CHECK FOR ZERO PIVOTS AND DO ROW INTERCHANGES 
IF (A(K,K) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 
L=K
DO W HILE (A(L,K) EQ. 0.0)
L=L+1 
END DO
IF (L GT. N) GOTO 10 
DO 1=1,N 
TEMP=A(K.I)
A(K,I)=A(L,I)
A(L,I)=TEMP 
END DO 
END IF
C DO FORWARD ELIMINATION 
DO Q=K,N 
TMP(Q)=A(Q,K)
END DO 
DO I=K+1,N 
DO J=K,N 
A(I.J)=A(I.J)*TMP(K)-A(K,J)*TMP(I)
END DO 
END DO
10 CONTINUE 
END DO
C ZERO OUT THE ELEMENTS ABOVE THE NON-ZERO PIVOTS 
DO K=2.N 
IF (A(K,K) .EQ. 0.0) GOTO 20 
A (K -1 ,K -1 )=A(K-1 ,K -1 )* A(K,K)
DO I=K-1,1,-1 
TEMP=A(I,K)
DO J=K,N 
A(LJ)=A(I,J)*A(K,K)-A(K,J)*TEMP 
END DO 
END DO
20 CONTINUE 
END DO
C MAKE PIVOTS ONE'S 
DO 1=1,N
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IF (A(I.I) .EQ. 0.0) GOTO 30 
TEMP=A(I,I)
DO J=I,N 
A (IJ)=A (IJ)/TEM P 
END DO
30 CONTINUE 
END DO 
RETURN 
END
C FIND A BASIS FOR RANGE SPACE
SUBROUTINE RANG(A,P.AK.N.E1) 
REAL* 16 A(10 ,10), P( 10,10),AK( 10.10) 
INTEGER N,LK 
E1=0
DO K=LN 
IF(A(K,K) EQ. 1.0) THEN 
E1=1+E1 
DO I=LN 
P(I.K)=AK(I.K)
END DO 
END IF 
END DO 
RETURN 
END
C FIND A BASIS FOR NULL SPACE
SUBROUTINE NULL(A.P.N.El) 
REAL* 16 A(10,10). P(10,10)
INTEGER N.LJ 
IF (E l EQ. N) GOTO 10 
E2=0 
DO 1= 1,N 
DO J=1,N 
A(I,J)=-1.0*A(I,J)
END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1.N 
A(I,I)=l.O+A(LI)
END DO 
DO J=E1+1.N 
DO 1=1,N
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P(IJ)=A(I,J)
END DO 
END DO 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
C FIND THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX
C SETUP FOR INVERSE
SUBROUTINE INV(INVP,P,N)
REAL*16 INVP(IO.IO), Y(I0,10), P(10,10),S(10),X(10,10) 
INTEGER IJ,L(10)
IF (N EQ. DTHEN 
IN V P(L l)= l.O /P(l.I)
ELSE 
DO I=LN 
DO J=1,N 
INVP(LJ)=P(IJ)
END DO 
END DO 
DO I=LN 
DO J=1,N 
Y(LJ)=0.0 
END DO 
Y(LI)=I.O 
END DO
CALL GAUSS(N.INVP.L.S)
DO J=LN  
CALL SOLVE(N.INVP.L.Y( I.J).X( i J ))
END DO 
DO I=LN 
DO J=LN  
INVP(LJ)=X(IJ)
END DO 
END DO 
END IF 
RETURN 
END
C GAUSS ELIMINATION
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(N,INVP,L,S)
REAL* 16 INVP(10,10),S(10)
REAL* 16 SM AX,AMAX1 ,RMAX,RJCMULT 
INTEGER L(IO)
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DO I=l,N  
L(I)=I 
SMAX=0.{)
DO J= l.N
SMAX=AMAX 1 (SM AX.ABSdNVPd J)))
END DO 
Sd)=SM AX 
END DO 
DO K=1,N-1 
RMAX=().0 
DO I=K,N 
R=ABSdNVP(Ld),K))/S(Ld))
IF (R .LE. RM AX) GOTO 4 
J=I
RMAX=R 
4 CONTINUE 
END DO 
LK=L(J)
L(J)=L(K)
L(K)=LK 
DO I=K+LN 
XMULT=INVP(L(I),K)/INVP(LK.K)
DO J=K+LN 
INVP(L(I)J)=INVP(L(I).J)-XMULT*INVP(LKJ) 
END DO
INVP(L(I).K)=XMULT 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END
C BACK SUBSTITUTION
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(N,INVP,L,B,X)
REAL* 16 INVP{ 10.1()),B( 10),X( 10).SUM 
INTEGER L(10)
DO K=1,N-1 
DO I=K+LN 
B(L(I))=B(L(I))-INVP(L(I),K)*B(L(K))
END DO 
END DO
X(N)=B(L(N))/INVP(L(N).N)
DO I=N-L1,-1 
SUM=B(Ld))
DO J=I+1,N 
SUM=SUM-INVP(L(I).J)*X(J)
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END DO
X(I)=SUMdNVP(L(I),D 
END DO 
RETURN 
END
C MULTIPLY TW O MATRICES
SUBROUTINE MULT(A.B,C,N)
REAL*16 A(10,10). B(IO.IO), C(IO.IO)
INTEGER LJ.K.N 
DO I=I.N 
D 0J= 1 ,N  
C(LJ)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1,N 
DO J=1,N 
DO K=1,N 
C(U)=A(LK)*B(KJ)+C(I.J)
END DO 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END
C CALCULATE C INVERSE AND FIND DRAZIN INVERSE
SUBROUTINE DRAZ(BLKA,INVC.AD,P.INVP,N,E 1 ) 
REAL* 16 BLKA( 10.10),INVC( 10.10).AD( 10.10).C( 10.10) 
REAL* 16 TEMPI 10.10),INVP( 10.10).P( 10.10).HOLD( 10.10) 
INTEGER N.DIM 
DO I=1.E1 
DO J=1.E1 
C(I.J)=BLKA(I.J)
END DO 
END DO 
DIM=E1
CALL INV(INVC.C.DIM)
DO I=1.E1 
DO 1=1.E l 
TEMP(I.J)=INVC(I.J)
END DO 
END DO 
DO I=E1 + 1.N
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DO J=E1+I,N  
TEMP(IJ)=().0 
END DO 
END DO 
DO I=DIM+1.N 
DO J=DIM+1,N 
INVC(I,J)=().()
END DO 
END DO
CALL MULT(P,TEMP,HOLD,N)
CALL MULT(HOLD,INVP.AD,N)
RETURN
END
C INITIAL DRIVER (LOAD MATRIX)
SUBROUTINE LOAD(A,AA,OUP,N)
REAL*16 A(10,I()),AA(I0,I0)
CHARACTER NAME*30,NAMEl*3ü 
INTEGER INP,OUP.FLAG
C LOAD FILE
WRITE(*,*) 'Input the file name'
READ(*,*) NAME 
INP = 4
OPEN(UNIT=INP.FILE=NAME,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
9 WRITE(*,*) Input the number of equations - an integer ' 
WRITE(*,*) ' '
READ(*,*) N 
IF (N GT. 0) THEN 
READdNP.*) ((A dd), J=LN),I=1.N)
CLOSE(UNIT=INP)
GOTO 10  
ELSE
WRITE(*.*) The number must be a positive integer'
ENDIF 
GOTO 9
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(*.*) 'Select output destination: '
WRITE(*,*) '1. Screen '
WRITE(*,*) '2. Text file '
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter 1 or 2 '
WRITE(*,*) ' '
READ(*.*) FLAG
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IF ( FLAG .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
W RITE(*,*) 'Input the file name in the form - ' 
W RITE(*,*) 'drivername.ext'
W RITE(*,*) 'with the name contained within quotes' 
WRITE(*,*) 'as example: "A.OUTPUT.DTA" ' 
W RITE(*,*) ' '
REA D (*,*) NAME I 
O UP = 3
OPEN(UNIT=OUP,FILE=NAME 1,STATUS='NEW') 
ELSE 
OU P = 6  
ENDIF
DO I=LN 
DO J=LN  
AA(LJ)=A(LJ)
END DO 
END DO
C END LOAD PROCESS
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX n
A Numerical Example
ORIGINAL SYSTEM
0.20000000E+01 0.1OOOOOOOE+01 Ü.00000000E+00 -0.1OOOOOOOE+01 
0.40000000E+OI 0.40000000E+01 -O.IOOOOOOOE+Ol -0.20000000E+01 
0.60000000E+01 Ü.50000000E+01 -O.lOOOOOOOE+01 -0.30000000E+Ü I 
0.50000000E+01 0.40000000E+01 O.OOOOOOOOE+OO-0.30000000E+01
TH E NON-SINGULAR MATRIX S IS
0.3ÜOOOOOOE+01 0.2()OOOOOOE-K)1 0.20000000E-K)0 0.20000000E-hO() 
0.14000()00E-K)2 O.I l(K)0000E-i4)2 0.2()000000E-K)0 0.20000000E-I-00 
().17000000E+02 O.I30000()OE-i-()2 O.IOOOOOOOE-i-Ol ().00000000E-i-()0 
0.I7000000E-h02 0.I3000000E+02 O.OOOOOOOOE-hOO O.IOOOOOOOE-t-Ol
THE INVERSE OF S IS
().58()()0()00E-t-()l 0.32000000E-i-()I -0 .18ÜÜ0Ü00E+OI -0 .18000()()0E-i-() 1 
-().7200000()E-i-()l -().380()()000E+ÜI 0.220Ü0000E-I-01 0.22000000E+01 
-().50(X)000()E+01 -().5()0Ü()00()E-K)1 ÜJÜÜOOOÜOE-K) I ().20()00000E4-01 
-().50(X)()0()()E-i-()I -().5(X)0()OOOE-K)1 ().2()()0000()E-i-01 0.3OOO()0OOE-i-() 1
THE BLOCK FORM OF A IS
-U.200000ÜOE+00 -0.800ÜÜ000E+00 -0.77037198E-33 0 .19259299E-33 
0.18000Ü00E+01 0.22000000E-K)I 0.19259299E-32 -0.38518599E-33 
O.OOOOOOOOE4-00 O.OOOOOOOOE-hOO 0.12000000E+01 -0.80000000E4-00 
O.OOOOOOOOE-kOO -0.61629758E-32 0 .18000000E+01 -0.12000000E-h01
53
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THE BLOCK FORM FOR C INVERSE IS
0.22000000E+01 0.80000000E+00 O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
-0.18000000E+OI-0.20000000E+00 O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO
THE DRAZIN INVERSE IS
0.30000000E+OI 0.20000000E+01 -O.IOOOOOOOE+OI -O.IOOOOOOOE+Ol 
-O.IOOOOOOOE+OI O.lOOOOOOOE+01 -0.36977855E-31 -0.36977855E-31 
0.20000000E+01 0.3ÜOOOOOOE+01 -0.1OOOOOOOE+01 -0 .1OOOOOOOE+01 
0.20000000E+01 0.30000000E+01 -O.IOOOOOOOE+Ol -O.IOOOOOOOE+Ol 
Text begins and is double spaced
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